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Abstract

Introduction: Production of isoprostanes (IsoPs) is enhanced after acute, intense, and prolonged exercise, in untrained subjects. This effect is greater in older subjects. The present study aims to delineate the profile of acute-exercise-induced IsoPs levels in young and older endurance-trained subjects.

Methods: All included subjects were male, young (n = 6; 29 yrs ± 5.7) or older (n = 6; 63.7 yrs ± 2.3), and competitors. The kinetics of F2-IsoPs in blood-sera was assessed at rest, for the maximal aerobic exercise power (MAP) corresponding to the cardio-respiratory fitness index and after a 30-min recovery period.

Results: No significant time effect on F2-IsoPs kinetics was identified in young subjects. However, in older athletes, F2-IsoPs blood-concentrations at the MAP were higher than at rest, whereas these blood-concentrations did not differ between rest and after the 30-min recovery period.

Conclusion: Because plasma glutathione (GSH) promotes the formation of some F2-IsoPs, we suggest that the surprising decrease in F2-IsoPs levels in older subjects would be caused by decreased GSH under major ROS production in older subjects. We argue that the assessment F2-IsoPs in plasma as biomarkers of the aging process should be challenged by exercise to improve the assessment of the functional response against reactive oxygen species in older subjects.

© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Société Française de Biochimie et Biologie Moléculaire (SFBBM). This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The number of people aged >60 years is expected to double by 2050 (more than 1 in 5 people will be aged >60 years), according to a new report released by the World Health Organization [1]. The phenotypes of the aging process are heterogeneous: some older people will have a level of functionality similar to middle-aged people whereas others will require assistance for daily tasks. Loss of skeletal mass and function, termed “sarcopenia”, is one of the most notable...
changes during aging and can greatly affect physical performance [2].

In a recent review for the SPRINTT (Sarcopenia & Physical Frailty In older people: multi-component Treatment strategies) consortium, Calvani et al. reminded us that impaired physical performance, when related to sarcopenia, is associated with a physically frail phenotype, and is a predictor for major negative outcomes [3]. This review supports the need to develop biomarkers to detect and help prevent frailty and sarcopenia. This strategy needs to assess the physiopathological processes and their corresponding biomarkers associated with an impaired muscular function in older subjects. These biomarkers should then be added to a clinical and usual assessment process of frailty in elderly patients.

Oxidative stress is a key biological mechanism that contributes to functional decline during aging [4]. More reactive-oxygen species (ROS) are produced from the mitochondrial respiratory chain, which is known to functionally decline with age [5], but of interest is the associated level of antioxidant activity that may not match age-related oxidant activity. An imbalance between antioxidant and oxidant activity can lead to oxidative molecular damage, defined as “oxidative stress”, and is associated with an impaired functional phenotype. This association has been recently supported in an epidemiological study that reported the results from stepwise models fitted from the Framingham Offspring Study. According to these models, biomarkers of oxidative stress were associated with greater frailty and slower gait speeds amongst patients aged ≥60 years [6]. Oxidative stress forms the central dogma for “the free-radical theory of aging” [7]. New strategies are needed to assess oxidative stress and to implement multivariate methodologies to screen older subjects and reduce aged-related functional impairment, sarcopenia, and frailty [3,8]. As previously suggested, oxidative stress is defined as a biomarker of the aging process could then be a part of the clinical and usual assessment process of the functional status of elderly patients.

Isoprostanes (IsoPs) are a class of oxidation products. Most IsoPs are produced by ROS that catalyze the peroxidation of polyunsaturated fatty acids. Measurement of IsoPs is considered an accurate way to assess oxidative stress in vivo and can be correlated with numerous diseases [9–11]. In healthy and young subjects, acute, intense, and prolonged exercise increases plasma IsoPs levels, which then negatively influences the properties of the skeletal contractile muscles, whereas chronic exercise is associated with a decrease in plasma IsoPs [12–14]. The effect of acute exercise on plasma IsoPs is greater among older adults compared to young subjects [15,16], but fit older subjects can also reduce the generation of oxidative stress compared to unfit older subjects [17]. However, whether endurance-trained older subjects are less prone than endurance-trained younger subjects to counteract the acute-exercise-induced production of IsoPs remains to be determined. This question addresses the physiology of longevity, i.e., whether endurance training in older subjects can restore a “young anti-oxidative” performance level or simply counteracts the effects of aging on ROS production and oxidative stress? The present study aims to delineate the profile of acute-exercise-induced IsoPs levels in young and older endurance-trained subjects (i.e., master athletes aged ≥60 years).

2. Methods

2.1. Study design

This study was defined as being exploratory and aimed to delineate data that could support a comparative designed study. This biochemical study was designed to assess the interest of the addition of a biological biomarker assessment during a daily medical-care routines exercise testing feature. Time points for biological assessment were the defined in respect to the plan of this daily clinical-care plan.

2.2. Subjects

As a part of our daily medical-care routines regarding testing of exercise functionality, young and older subjects involved in sport often request a maximal-exercise test to delineate their physiological adaptations to endurance exercise. This request is voluntary.

All the subjects included within this study were sporting competitors. Whilst most young competitors daily tested in our laboratory included both males and females, most of the included subgroup of older athletes (aged ≥60 years) were male. All competitors in this study were involved in endurance exercise, with the majority being cyclists. In order to match young and older trained subjects, we prospectively selected young and older male athletes involved in endurance cycling training for competitions. None of the subjects suffered from any medical disease that could have excluded them from intense exercise.

2.3. Clinical examination, exercise testing and blood sampling

All the subjects were assessed for weight and height to define a body mass index (BMI, kg/m$^2$). Percentage body fat was estimated using the skin-fold method (8 skin folds were measured).

Maximal exercise testing was requested by the subjects to implement their exercise-training program. As a part of the physiological indicators for metabolic responses to endurance exercise, the following were assessed: maximal oxygen uptake ($V_{\text{O}}_{\text{2 max}}$, L·min$^{-1}$, mL·min$^{-1}$·kg$^{-1}$), its corresponding power (maximal aerobic power, MAP, watts), and venous blood-lactate concentration during exercise (one sample was measured at $V_{\text{O}}_{\text{2 max}}$, L$\text{max}$) and at 30 min after (L$\text{30}$).

According to the usual protocols for exercise testing, a maximal graded exercise test was conducted in our laboratory. Subjects used their own bicycle and equipment. Power output was assessed using a Power Tap mobile cycling ergometer (Cycle Ops, Madison, WI, USA). During the test, oxygen consumption ($V_{\text{O}}_{2}$) was assessed using an Oxygen Pro-ergospirometer (Erich Jaeger, Viasys Healthcare, Germany).
VO$_2$max and its MAP were expressed in L.min$^{-1}$ and watts, respectively. These functional parameters were also expressed as percentages of their corresponding predicted values, calculated according to age, using Wasserman's prediction equation [18]. This was done to ensure that young and older athletes were matched with respect to their corresponding age-category fitness level. VO$_2$max was also expressed in mL.min$^{-1}$.kg$^{-1}$ to better appreciate the endurance performance level for competition practice.

In addition to assessing gas exchange, some athletes voluntarily requested blood-lactate concentration to be assessed to implement their training plan. Data from gas exchanges and blood-lactate concentrations can be used to define a metabolic approach to improve training. To assess blood-lactate, 2 mL of blood was taken using an antecubital venous catheter. The volume of 2 mL was fixed according to that specified by the ABL 800 Flex Apparatus (Radiometer Copenhagen). Blood sampling to assess lactate concentration was requested by the subjects. The subjects gave their written informed consent to use some of the sampled blood to assess plasma IsoPs concentrations. After completing assessment of blood-lactate concentrations (i.e., at MAP and at 30 min after exercise), the remainder of the sample was centrifuged and the plasma aliquoted and frozen at −80 °C until assessment of IsoPs. Samples were stored and declared for medical research (National Institute for Health and Medical Research, biological collection n° DC2014-2039). Per-exercise tubes, usually sampled to study lactate kinetics and to adjust training programs, were not included in the IsoPs analyses as the objective of our present study was to delineate the effect of maximal aerobic exercise on IsoPs concentration that included the recovery period, and to not delineate the kinetics of IsoPs levels during exercise.

### 2.4. Assessment of IsoPs

For each sampling time, plasma (1 mL) was collected, supplemented with butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT, 1% in ethanol), and stored at −80 °C. Samples were spiked with 5 ng of each internal standard. A volume of 985 μL of hydrolysis solution (KOH 1 M in MeOH) was added. The resulting mixture was vortexed and incubated at 40 °C for 30 min. After cooling at room temperature, 2 mL of 40 mM formic acid (pH 4.5 adjusted with 1 M NaOH) was added. Thereafter, the samples were cleaned and extracted by solid-phase extraction to obtain a low matrix effect and a good yield of extraction before analysis using mass spectrometry (MS).

The lipid portion of the tissues or cells was extracted using Folch solution (CHCl$_3$/MeOH, 2:1, v/v) in the presence of antioxidant (0.005% BHT). Solid–phase extraction was performed on a 96-well plate OASIS MAX 60 mg (Waters, USA), using the modified method of Lee et al. [19]. Briefly, the wells were cleaned with 2 mL of MeOH and conditioned with 2 mL of 40 mM formic acid (pH 4.5). After loading the samples, the wells were washed with 2 mL of 2% NH$_4$OH followed by 2 mL of MeOH/20 mM formic acid (20:80 v/v) and 2 mL of hexane. The IsoPs were eluted with 2 mL of hexane/ethanol/acetic acid (70:29.4:0.6 v/v/v). After drying under nitrogen gas, the samples were re-dissolved with 20 μL of MeOH. Some of the sample (5 μL) was taken for liquid chromatography coupled to tandem MS.

High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was performed using an Agilent 1290 Infinity equipped with an autosampler and a thermostat, a binary pump, and a column oven. The analytical column was a Zorbax SB-C18 Rapid Resolution HD (2.1 × 100 mm; 1.8 μm) (Agilent Technologies, USA), which was maintained at 25 °C. The mobile phases consisted of water: formic acid (99.9:0.1; v/v) and acetonitrile: formic acid (99.9:0.1, v/v).

The flow rate was set at 0.3 mL/min. The autosampler was set at 5 °C and 5 μL was injected per analysis. The HPLC system was coupled on-line to an Agilent 6460 triple quadrupole MS (Agilent Technologies, USA) equipped with electrospray ionization which was performed in negative-ion mode.

The MS source parameters were set as follows: source temperature 325 °C, nebulizer gas (nitrogen) flow rate was 10 L/min, sheath gas temperature 350 °C, sheath gas (nitrogen) flow rate 12 L/min, and spray voltage was adjusted to −3000 V. The dwell time used was 10 ms. The analysis was performed using Selected Reaction Monitoring detection mode with nitrogen as the collision gas. The mode for each compound was pre-determined by MS/MS analysis. Peak detection, integration and quantitative analyses were performed using Mass Hunter Quantitative analysis software (Agilent Technologies, USA).

Several IsoPs stereoisomers have been derived from lipids, but the F$_2$-IsoPs isomers originating from arachidonic acid (AA, 20:4 n-6) are recognized as the reference biomarker for lipid peroxidation and oxidative stress [10,20]. Although some F$_2$-IsoPs isomers are much more abundant than others, we tested several isomers to provide an integrated picture of lipid peroxidation (as recommended) [13]. We focused on detecting IsoPs production that involved 5-F$_2$-t-IsoP, 5-epi-5-F$_2$-t-IsoP, 15-F$_2$-t-IsoP and 15-epi-F$_2$-t-IsoP isomer concentrations within the plasma.

### 2.5. Assessment of blood lactate

Blood lactate was assessed using an ABL 800 Flex analyzer (Radiometer Medical ApS, Brønshøj, Denmark). Blood was measured on an amperometric electrode using the enzyme, lactate oxidase, which converts lactate to pyruvate and hydrogen peroxide. The released hydrogen peroxide is oxidized at a platinum anode, resulting in a release of electrons, which are proportional to the concentration of the sampled lactate [21].

### 2.6. Statistical analysis

This study aimed to delineate data to support a further comparative study. The number of subjects selected for this study was limited due to financial costs of the biological-assessment procedures.

Continuous measures are reported as means ± standard deviations (SD). For continuous variables independent of time,
the unpaired Student’s t-test or the Kruskal-Wallis test were used to examine mean differences in related variables between age categories. To examine the effect of age category and time of blood sampling (independent variables) on F$_2$-IsoPs concentration (dependent variable), a two-way ANOVA with repeated measurements for the time factor was performed for each F$_2$-IsoPs. Post-hoc comparisons were processed when a significant time effect was identified.

A probability of $P < .05$, with a two-sided level of significance, was used to delineate statistical significance in all comparisons. Statistical analyses were computed using Stata 6.0 software (Stata, College Station, TX).

3. Results

3.1. Anthropometric data and functional performance of the subjects

Data linked to anthropometric and functional-performance statuses are listed in Table 1. According to these parameters, young and older athletes were characterized according to fitness status. The anthropometrics were lower than those usually reported for the age-paired general population. Young and older athletes were paired for their age-related fitness levels, according to a cardiorespiratory fitness (VO$_2$max) level that was 150% of the predicted value for the corresponding age category. Relative age-category fitness did not differ between the young and older athletes. The corresponding power (MAP) was also higher than predicted and older athletes had a relative-to-age MAP that was higher than the young athletes. VO$_2$max (in mL.min$^{-1}$.kg$^{-1}$) and the relative MAP levels at the 1st and 2nd ventilatory thresholds showed very good endurance performance levels for competition in both young and older athletes.

3.2. F$_2$-IsoPs isomers kinetic during exercise and recovery

The kinetics of the four F$_2$-IsoPs stereoisomers in blood-sera at rest, at the corresponding MAP intensity, and after 30 min of recovery, are presented in Fig. 1. A time effect was identified for the blood-concentration kinetics of each F$_2$-IsoPs stereoisomer ($p = .04$, $p = .04$, $p = .02$, and $p = .04$ for 5-F$_2$-IsoP, 5-epi-5-F$_2$-IsoP, 5-F$_2$-IsoP and 15-epi-5-F$_2$-IsoP blood-concentration kinetics, respectively). No significant interaction between group and time was detected, but the present study was not designed to detect this interaction. However, to consider the significance of time effect, we stratified the kinetics for blood F$_2$-IsoPs concentrations according to the age-group variable. No significant time effect was identified in young athletes, despite that the mean values of F$_2$-IsoPs blood concentrations at MAP were 21.2%, 24.4%, 22.4%, and 18.1% higher compared to the values at rest for 5-F$_2$-IsoP, 5-epi-5-F$_2$-IsoP, 15-F$_2$-IsoP and 15-epi-5-F$_2$-IsoP, respectively. In the older athletes, blood-concentration values of F$_2$-IsoPs at MAP were higher than those at rest and the 30-min recovery values. In older athletes, F$_2$-IsoPs blood-concentrations at MAP were 27.7%, 31.9%, 39.7% and 35.5% higher than those at rest for 5-F$_2$-IsoPs, 5-epi-5-F$_2$-IsoP, 15-F$_2$-IsoP and 15-epi-5-F$_2$-IsoP, respectively. In addition, blood-concentrations at rest and after the 30-min recovery period did not significantly differ for any of the F$_2$-IsoPs isomers.

The kinetics of blood concentrations of the four F$_2$-IsoPs stereoisomers are presented in Figs. 2 and 3. These figures show the individual variabilities in the distributions of each F$_2$-IsoPs stereoisomer. The kinetics of each F$_2$-IsoPs stereoisomer was homogeneous in the older athletes whereas the corresponding kinetics were more heterogeneous in the young athletes group.

4. Discussion

This study indicates better recovery kinetics of plasma F$_2$-IsoPs after exhaustive exercise in older athletes compared to young athletes. Considering that F$_2$-IsoPs are common biomarkers for oxidative stress and that oxidative stress increases during the aging process, these results for older adults are surprising.

It is commonly assumed that acute exercise is associated with higher blood concentrations of F$_2$-IsoPs among older

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Anthropometric data and exercise-related data from the athletes. All values are means ± SDs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body-mass index (kg/m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body fat (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO$_2$max (L.min$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% predicted value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO$_2$max (mL.min$^{-1}$.kg$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal aerobic power (MAP; watts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% predicted value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal cardiac frequency (beats.min$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% predicted value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power at the 1st ventilatory threshold % MAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power at the 2nd ventilatory threshold % MAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood lactate concentration (mmol.L$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at rest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p-values: p = .01, p = .04, p = .0006, p = .61, p = .003, p = .02, p = .0001, p = .03, p = .80, p = .13, p = .12, p = .10, p = .05.*
adults compared to young subjects [15 16]. However, the study by Traustadottir et al. [17] also showed that fit older subjects tended to reduce oxidative stress more effectively than unfit older subjects after an acute pro-oxidative challenge. To our knowledge, no study has compared the combined effects of training status and aging on the generation of oxidative stress. Despite its exploratory design, our study addresses the question of exercise training and the consequent oxidative stress produced and its correlation with the aging process. As a second original and methodological issue, we would like to underline that we designed our study under actual medical-care conditions.

To investigate the influence of training status on the generation of oxidative stress in older subjects (aged >65 years), Traustadottir et al. [17] assessed the countermeasures against ROS production under a pro-oxidative “forearm ischemia-reperfusion model”. With the same general objective, to assess the countermeasures against acute ROS production in older subjects, we selected an “acute exercise-induced oxidative stress model”. We thought our model would fit better into “real” medical practice than the experimental “forearm ischemia-reperfusion model”. We thought it would be useful to define a biomarker for the generation of oxidative stress that could be used as one of the physiological responses in a clinical, usual and integrative functional testing approach to assess the functional reserves of individuals. We are aware that oxidative stress assessment should have been controlled after a longer recovery period in a biochemical feature but we focused to validate our exploratory hypothesis in actual-care conditions, i.e. using a standardized maximal exercise challenge with a short recovery time.

We designed an acute exercise-testing protocol because we consider the acute exercise challenged response to assess functional reserve of biological systems. Based on such a functional assessment model conducted under daily clinical practice, we hypothesized that the aging process would negatively alter the balance between ROS production and antioxidant responses, despite weekly exercise training. We hypothesized that young trained subjects would have lower levels of oxidative-stress biomarkers after an incremental exhaustive exercise compared to older adults paired according to training status. Under this hypothesis, we stated that regular and
significant doses of endurance training would not be sufficient to control the upgraded oxidative stress that is commonly assumed to be a phenotypic characteristic in older subjects. Thus, we expected higher levels of serum F2-IsoPs levels in response to acute and exhaustive exercise in older athletes compared to young athletes. In contrast, although the two groups did not differ in blood F2-IsoPs concentrations at MAP, we found more rapid decrement of blood F2-IsoPs concentration after exhaustive exercise in older compared to younger subjects.

As an explanation for this “acute protective” and surprising variation in plasma F2-IsoPs concentration in older subjects, we could argue that the decrease in the plasma F2-IsoPs levels was caused by decreased plasma glutathione (GSH) level. This explanation is supported by the fact that GSH promotes cyclooxygenase-dependent formation of F2-IsoPs [22]. GSH is central to the antioxidant system [23]. If GSH is depleted, depletion of this cyclooxygenase substrate could, “surprisingly”, be associated with reduced synthesis of F2-IsoPs, despite the major production of ROS. In contrast, maintaining a sufficient plasma GSH concentration would promote formation of F2-IsoPs.

We have previously reported this paradigm when discussing oxidative stress in patients suffering from the facioscapulohumeral dystrophy (FSHD) [24], an inherited muscular disease that we have previously described to be associated with major oxidative stress [25]. As with the older subjects in this present study, some FSHD patients with low plasma F2-IsoPs levels were also characterized by having lower plasma levels of GSH compared to patients with higher plasma levels of F2-IsoPs [24]. The influence of GSH level on F2-IsoPs production could also be relevant in older people because it has been well-described that GSH level is positively controlled by erythroid 2-like factor 2 (Nrf2) transcription, which has a central controlling pathway against the deleterious effects of ROS and is negatively altered during the aging process [26–28]. A second factor that could alter the positive correlation between ROS production and F2-IsoPs production, as a consequence of reduced GSH plasma level, could be “GSH redox individuality”. Indeed, it is described that although exercise induces oxidative stress in the majority of individuals, it can also induce reductive stress or negligible stress [29,30]. This dissociation between ROS production and F2-IsoPs synthesis could support the variability of the post-exercise F2-IsoPs synthesis that we observed in young subjects whereas redox individuality could be masked in older subjects by greater production of ROS. The direction of the F2-IsoPs variation was not expected and we did not plan to assess the GSH as a part of a routine medical-care plan. Obviously, a paired assessment of F2-IsoPs and GSH plasma level should have to be of performed as a methodological part of a next comparative study.

Fig. 2. Variations in 5-F2 and 5e-F2-IsoP stereoisomers at rest, at MAP, and after a 30-min recovery period. The data are stratified according to age category: young or aged >60 years (master). For each F2-IsoPs stereomer, each line describes the time kinetics for one subject.
Our results and physiological hypothesis are derived from trained subjects. It would be of interest to determine if our results could be observed in untrained older subjects because such a dissociation between pro-ROS production and F$_2$-IsoPs synthesis could aid detection of subjects with an impaired major antioxidant GSH pathway. This could improve our ability to delay or prevent sarcopenia, which is associated with major oxidative stress in aging populations.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we assessed the F$_2$-IsoPs plasma kinetic in elderly subjects during a functional assessment procedure to evaluate the functional reserve of this population, in actual-care conditions, which meant using a standardized maximal exercise-challenged procedure. We have shown that plasma F$_2$-IsoPs, assessed at 30 min after an exhaustive endurance exercise, was lower in older compared to young athletes. We speculate that this surprising effect of the aging process on oxidative stress could be a biomarker for an aged-related major ROS production. Because F$_2$-IsoPs are involved in the cyclooxygenase pathway, we argue that plasma F$_2$-IsoPs level may not be a good biomarker for oxidative stress when the level of ROS production is not balanced by insufficient levels of plasma GSH to scavenge ROS. Based on these exploratory results, we argue that assessment of plasma IsoPs could be proposed as a biomarker to assess the functional response against ROS synthesis in older subjects, while also considering the exercise-challenged kinetics of F$_2$-IsoPs in plasma. This original result should be confirmed by a further comparative study that could support a new paradigm to consider that the “F$_2$-IsoPs plasma level” biomarker should be not only assessed at rest but also in a stressed functional status and paired to the assessment of the GSH anti-oxidant pathway.
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